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Probabilities of Maximal Deviations for 
Nonparametric Regression Function Estimates 
GORDON J. JOHNSTON* 
University of N. Carolina 
Communicated by the Editors 
Let (X, u) have regression function m(x) = E(Y 1 X=x), and let X have a 
marginal density f,(x). We consider two nonparameteric estimates of m(x): the 
Watson estimate when f, is known and the Yang estimate when f, is known or 
unknown. For both estimates the asymptotic distribution of the maximal deviation 
from m(x) is proved, thus extending results of Bickel and Rosenblatt for the 
estimation of density functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, , Y,),..., (X,, Y,) be a random sample from a bivariate population 
with distribution function F(x, y) and density f(x, y). Let F,, f,, (F,,f,) 
denote the marginal distribution and density of X(Y). We are interested in 
estimating the unknown regression function m(x) = E( Y 1 X = x) without 
making assumptions about either m or the distributional form of F. In this 
paper we consider two classes of estimates of m(x). The first is due to 
Watson (1964) (see also Watson and Leadbetter [16], Parzen [8]); 
motivated by the formula 
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we define 
m,(x) = (It&J1 ,y Y,K((x - Xi)/&, 
II 
(n&“)-’ c K((x - XJ/EJ -;l.l) 
I 
and 
liintx) = tngn)--l C YiKttx - XiYEn) 
I I/ 
fi(x)9 (1.2) 
the latter appropriate if f, is known. Here E, -+ 0 and K is a smooth density 
function symmetric about zero. 
Analysis of m,(.) is somewhat complicated by the fact that it is a ratio of 
two random variables. Yang [ 171 avoids this problem by defining and 
proving consistency of 
M,(X) = (n&n)-’ 2 YiKttFnFi) -Fn(X))/Enh (1.3) 
i=l 
an(X) = (n&n)-’ i YiK’Ctf’1Vi) -F~(x))/&n), (1.4) 
i=l 
where F, is the empirical distribution of X, ,..., X, and M,(.) is appropriate 
when F,, f, are known. Briefly, Yang’s estimates are motivated by 
consideration of statistics of the form n-’ C J(i/(n + 1)) H(X,i,, Y~i:“,), 
where Yci:n) is the concomitant of the ith-order statistic XCi, (see also Yang 
[181). 
In the parametric normal linear regression model, (X, I’) has a bivariate 
normal distribution, m(x) is linear in x, and one can derive uniform 
confidence bands for m(x). In this paper, where neither F nor the form of m 
are known, we are able to obtain uniform confidence bands for the regression 
function m(x). More specifically, we extend the results of Bickel and Rosen- 
blatt [3] and Rosenblatt [ 1 l] to obtain the limit distribution of the maximal 
deviation 
sup{1 g,(x) - &)I: 0 < x < 11, 
where g, is given by one of (1.2)-(1.4). 
(l-5) 
Obtaining the limit distribution of (1.5) when using the special estimates 
(1.2) and (1.4) (special because they require f, known) is a conceptually 
simple extension of Rosenblatt’s [ 111 results. However, our real interest is in 
the useful estimate (1.3), for which we obtain the limit distribution of (1.5) 
by showing that M,(x) -a,(x) is uniformly sufliciently close to zero. We 
have been unable to obtain useful results for (l.l), the major technical 
difftculty being its form as a ratio of two random variables. 
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Related Literature 
Schuster [ 121 and Johnston [S] give different conditions for the pointwise 
asymptotic normality of (1.1) and (1.2). Schuster and Yakowitz [ 131 give 
rates of almost sure convergence to zero for the maximal deviation (1.5) 
using (1.1). Priestly and Chao [9] and Benedetti [l] consider an estimate 
closely related to (1.2) for the case that X is nonstochastic. Stone [ 141 and 
Lai [6] give weak conditions for consistency of nearest-neighbor estimates. 
The work of Marcondes [7] is also of interest. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
Define m,*(x) = f,(x) M,(x) and S(X) = E( Y2 1 X = x). In this section we 
prove maximal deviation results for m,*(-), applying these results to 
(1.2)-( 1.4) in the next section. Let {a,} be a sequence of constants with 
a,-+ao as n+co. 
Assumptions 
(Al) For all n and some c < co, 
~hN~,3 I,,,>. fYd.ddy<c. 
n 
(A2) ans;1’2n-1’6(log n)’ --f 0 as n --+ 03, and (log n)-’ (Ned”) -+ co. 
(A3) (low) SIP,, j,,,,. Y?~(x,Y)~Y+ ~0 as n+ CC 
” 
(A4) There exists q > 0 such that 0 <x < 1 and n > 1 implies 
I &(Xl = y*f(xv Y) dy > tl- 
n 
(AS) The kernel function K vanishes outside a finite interval [-A, A ] 
and is absolutely continuous on [-A, A], A > 1. 
(A6) The marginal density f,(x) is continuous and positive on an 
open interval containing [0, 11. 
(A7) For g, defined by (A4), ( gL’2} have uniformly bounded and 
continuous first derivatives on [-A, A]. 
(A8) Both f(x) s(x) and E(] YJ 1 X = x) f(x) are bounded for 
0(x< 1. 
Note that (Al) and (A3) hold if Y is bounded and a,, = log log n, while 
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(Al), (A3) and (A4) hold with a, = n4 (/3 > 0, /3 near zero) if (X, Y) are 
jointly normally distributed. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (Al)-(A8) hold and E, = n-’ (0 < 6 < ;). Define 
Y”(f) = (n&J’* (m,*(t) - Em,*(t))(s(t)f(t))-“2. 
Then 
{P(26 log ,)l/* [ ,:I, ] Y,(t)]/(L(K))‘/’ - d,] < x} + e-ze-r, (2.1) 
where Iz(K) = 1 K*(u) du and 
d, = (26 log n)“* + (26 log n)- “* 
if c,(K) = (K*(A) + K*(-A))(21(K))-’ > 0 and otherwise 
d, = (26 log n)“* + (26 log n)- “* log 
where 
c,(K) = (U(K))-‘1 [K’(U)]* du. 
The similarity of Theorem 2.1 to the main results of Bickel and Rosenblatt 
[3] and Rosenblatt [ 111 is obvious. The major technical difficulty in 
adapting their proofs for density estimates is the possible unboundedness of 
Y, which is the reason for the somewhat awkward form of (Al)-(A4). The 
proof of Theorem 2.1, which is given in Appendix A, closely follows Rosen- 
blatt’s [ 111 argument. 
In applications, we would want to replace Em,*(t) (in the definition of Y,,) 
by m(t); this results in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose in Theorem 2.1 that 4 ( 6 < 4, that 
I u*K(u) du < 00 and that m(t)f(t) has two bounded continuous derivatives. 
Then (2.1) holds for the process 
Y,*(t) = (nen)1’2 [m,*(t) - m(t)f(t)](s(t)f(t))-I’*. 
Remark. While all results are stated for suprema over the interval [0, 11, 
they extend to arbitrary finite intervals [a, b] with no change except that 
(A4), (A6) and (A8) must hold for a ,< x < b, and A > max((a], lbl). 
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3. APPLICATIONS TO (1.2)-(1.4) 
The limiting distribution of the maximal deviation of (1.2) is particularly 
simple since 
Y,(t) = (nE,)“* (m,(t) - Em,(t>)(f(t)/s(t))“*, 
Y,*(C) = (n&J’* (m,(t) - m(x))(f(t)/s(t))“*. 
(3.1) 
The distribution for (1.4) is also fairly simple to derive from Theorem 2.1. 
One notes that if (A6) is strengthened as in Rosenblatt (1976) to 
(A6’) fr(x) is continuous and positive on the smallest interval 
containing its support, 
then Zi = F,(Xi) is uniformly distributed, E( Y / Z = F(u)) = m(u), E( Y* 1 Z = 
F(U)) = s(u) and fi(u) = 1. Thus, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 will hold 
for the processes 
Ynl(f) = (n&“)“* [A&(t) -lwn(t)] S(t)-“*, 
Y”*(t) = (n&J’* [M,(t) - m(t)] s(t)- I’** 
(3.2) 
Finally, we consider (1.3), which is applicable in the usual case that the 
marginal density f,(X) of X is unknown. Consider the following 
assumptions. 
(Bl) E]Y] < co. 
(B2) E( Y / X = F- l(u)) = g(u) has two bounded derivatives on [0, 11. 
(B3) E(] Y( IX= F-‘(u)) = h(u) is bounded on [0, I]. 
(B4) There exists a,, -+ 00 with a: log n/n&i -+ 0 and 
(B5) K has three continuous bounded derivatives on its support. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (Al)-(A8), (A6’), (B l)-(B5). Then if 
0 < F(a) < F(b) < 1, 
(n&, log ny* SUP IM,(u) -ii&&41 5 0, 
a<u<b 
so that Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 hold for the processes defined by 
substituting M, for a,, in (3.2) (the proof is given in Appendix B). 
Theorem 3.1 can be used to construct uniform coltfidence intervals for the 
regression function as follows. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Assuming Theorem 3.1 holds, an approximate 
(1 - a) x 100% confidence band over an interval [a, b] is 
M,(u) f (neJ1’* [s(u) J(K)] ‘I* [d, + ~(a)(26 log n)-‘/*I, 
where c(a) = log 2 - log ] log( 1 - a)] (for practical applications, one would 
estimate s(u)). 
APPENDIX A 
We begin with two lemmas. Let W be Brownian motion on (-co, co) and 
let K be a symmetric density which satisfies (A5). 
LEMMA A.1 (Bickel and Rosenblatt [3]). Let d, and I(K) be as in 
Theorem 2.1 and let E, = n?(O < 6 < f). Define 
V,(t) = E,“* j K((t - X)/E,) dW(x). 
Then 
P{ (26 log n)“* ( sup 1 V,(t)]/@(K))“* - d,} < x} -+ em*@. 
o<t<1 
LEMMA A.2 (Revesz [IO], Rosenblatt [ 1 I]). Let (X, ,..., X, ,...) be 
independent and uniformly distributed on [0, I]*. One can -construct a 
sequence of Brownian bridges B, such. that 
sup F,(x) - fi xj) -B,(x) 1 1 = O(n-1/6(log n)3/2) as., 
where x = (x, , x2) and sup is over the set 0 Q x, , x2 < 1. 
When Y is bounded, since K vanishes off an interval, the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 is an easy extension of Rosenblatt’s [ 111 result; the relevant 
change of variables formula is 
j:, l, f (x, Y) d&v Y) = jl, r, dx, Y) Q-(x, Y) 
+ jA f (B, y) dg(B, Y) - j’ f (4 Y) dg(B, Y) 
-A -A 
+ j”, g(x, A) df(x, A) -[, g(x, -A) dfb --A). 
(A.l.l) 
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Hence, for the case Y unbounded, we merely sketch the proof, pointing out 
where the various assumptions are used. Let Z,(x. y) = n”‘(F,,(x, y) - 
F(x, y)), so that 
YJt) = [s(t) f(t)] - 1’2 &, “2 
li 
.’ yK((t -X)/E,) dZ,(x, y). (A.1.2) 
We also make the definition 
Y&t) = [s(t)f(t)] -1’2 &,1’2 
il yK((t - x)/Q dZ,(x, Y>. (A. 1.3) IYIGO, 
Let 11 V( .)[I = sup{ ( V(t)l: 0 < t < 1 }. 
LEMMA A.3. I( Y, - YO,]] = o,((log n)-“2). 
ProoJ 11 Y, - YO, II< E; “* I( g- 1’2 11 (I U, 11, where g(x) = f(x) s(x) = 
I ~*f(x, Y) & and 
yK((t - X)/E,) dZ,(x, Y>- 
” 
By (A4), I] g-“‘I] > 0. It is easy to show by Markov’s inequality and (Al) 
that U,,(x) +p 0 for any 0 < x < 1. The lemma will follow if U,, is tight on 
D[O, 11. By (A5) and the Schwarz inequality, 
E I ~,A4 - ~,,(tA I U,,(tz) - u,(t)1 
verifying tightness by (Al) and Theorem 15.6 of Billingsley [4]. I 
Define 
s,(t) = E{ Y*Z(l YI Q a,) 1 X= t}, 
Yl,W = (%wl4o- “2 Ycl&)~ 
(A.1.4) 
Our next approximation is 
LEMMA A.4. I] Y,, - Yi,]] = o,((log n)-1’2). 
ProoJ We will later prove that 
(log n)“’ {II WI MJW”2 -41 
has a limit distribution. Since d, = O((log n)“‘), this means ]I Yin]] = 
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O,((log n)“‘). By (A3), (A7) and (A6), recalling that g,(x) =f(x) s,(x), we 
have 
Ilws>-“2 - 1 II = ax n)), 
completing the proof. 1 
Next let T be the transformation of (X, Y) to a uniform random variable 
on [O, 11’ ((26), (27) of Rosenblatt [ 111). Define 
Y*,(f) = [s,(t) f(t)] - lr2 E; I’* 
II 
YJW - X)/E,) ~~,,(T(x, ~11, 
IYlGl" 
Y,,(f) = [s,(t)./-(t)] -I'* &, I'* 
I!' YK(@ - x)b,) d~,,(T(x, Y)), IYl<ll, 
where B,(u, s) = W,,(u, s) - usW,(l, 1) (IV,, here is the two-dimensional 
Wiener process). 
LEMMA A.5. 
II Y’n - Y2”lI = qb”E, “+I - qog .)3”) = o,((log n)- 1’2) (by (A211 
II Y2n - Y3,lI = op(F% n)- l/*1. 
ProoJ Using Lemma A.2, (A5) and the integration by parts formula 
(A. 1. l), extremely detailed calculations show 
E”* 11 g, 11”’ /I Y,, - Y2,, jl = o,(TZ - 1’6(iOg .)3’2) n 
X 4a, 
i f  -A lK’(u)l dz.4 + 4a,[JqA) + W--A)] 
I 
= Op(a,n - “6(lOg n)3’2), 
completing the first part of the proof. Since the Jacobian of the transform T 
is f(x, y), we have 
I Y2nW - Y3nWl 
= (g,(t))-“’ &,I’* II YW - 4/qJ.m Y> dx dY ’ I w,(L 1 >I* IYl<O. 
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Thus, 
IIY*,-y3nll~Iw,(l~ 1~lIlg,1’211~,1’2X (‘IYIf(x.y)dvK((t-X)/&,)dX . 
II II II 
By (A8) and (A4), II Y,, - ,Y3,,ll = O,(E~‘*). completing the proof. 1 
Now define 
Y&) = [s,(t) f(t)] - I'* E; "2 
! . [s,(x) .m>l I’* K((f - XY%J dWx)9 
Y& = E; I'* 
I 
. K((C - X)/E,) dW(x). 
Since Y,,, and Y,, are Gaussian with the same covariance function, they 
have the same distribution. Thus, by Lemmas A.l, A.3, A.4 and A.5, we 
need merely prove 
LEMMA A.6 II Y4n - Y,,ll = ~,(ex N”*>* 
Proof. First note that 
I Y&G) - Y,,W = e* !^, {( g,(t - w/&w>“’ - 11 K(u) dW - %I) / . 
Since by (A7) 
c”2 sup I( g,(t f &J/g,(t))” - 1) = O(l), n 
o<t<1 
using integration by parts and the assumptions that gl” and K are absolutely 
continuous, we obtain 
A 1 Y,(t) - Y&)1 < &,“* 
I j -A 
?v(t - UE,) ; 
X {{[g,(‘--&n)/gn(t)l”* - 11 K(u)ldu+ O,,C-$,‘*) 
= J,(t) + 0,(&y). 
Note that sil a{( g,(t - us,)/g,(t))1’2 - l}/& is uniformly bounded by (A4) 
and (A7), so that 
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+ c, 1 W(t - UE,)~ du 
< c, I” / W(t - UE,,)~ UK’(U) du + C, jJ 1 W(t - UEJ du; 
-A -A 
hence E, -I” llJ,ll = O,( 1) and II Ydn - Y5,11 = O,(E~“), which completes the 
proof. I 
APPENDIX B 
Define 
MZ(x) = (ngn)-l 5 YiK((Fn Vi) -F(X))IEn)* 
i= I 
We will prove Theorem 3.1 by showing 
(It&” log ,)I’* sup IM,(u) -M,*(u)/ 5 0 (B.l.l) 
a<u<b 
and 
(n&, log np2 sup jM,*(u) - iG,(u)l -A 0. 
a<u<b 
(B.1.2) 
We only prove (B.l.l) as (B.1.2) is similar. 
The following lemma is very similar to Lemma 1 of Bhattacharyya 
(1976). 
LEMMA B.1. Assume that g(u) = E[ Y 1 X = F- l(u)] has r continuous 
derivatives on [0, 11, r > 0, and that K has bounded support and r bounded 
derivatives on the support. Then for a, b such that 0 < F(a) < F(b) < 1, 
yK”‘((F(x) -F(z))/&,) dF(x, y) = O(1) 
uniformlyinzE [a,b] asn-, 00. i 
683/ 1213-7 
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Letting Zn(x, y) = F&X, y) - F(x, Y), we see 
w3u) - M(u) = 6 jj YM(F,(X) - F(U))I%J - N(F,(x) - F,(U))/&,) I 
x [dZ,(x, Y) + dF(x, Y)] = J, + J,. 
We first show (IZE, log n)“* IJ, 1 -+p 0. Let &,(u) = (FJu) -F(U))/&,. By 
W), 
J2 = E,%@) il W(~&)) + k(4 K”(t,(u)) 
+ drncu>’ K’“(L(u) + W”(U)/&“)] dF(x, Y) 
= J’l’ + 42’ + Jy’ 
2 
where w”(u) is between F,,(U) and F(U). Recall that K has three bounded 
continuous derivatives on a compact support. This together with the fact that 
sup IF,,(x) - F(x)1 = Op(~-“‘) yields by a Taylor expansion 
(n&” log n)“* sup{lJ:“): a < u < b) 
& nc, log n)“* e~*Op(n-“*) 
x sup YK'((F(x) - W))/E,) dF(x, Y) (B.1.3) 
” 
+ c,‘O,(n-‘I*) j1 h(t) IK”((t-F(u))/e,)dt+ e,20p(n-1)E IYi/. 
0 
Applying Lemma B.l shows that the first term on the right of (B.1.3) 
converges in probability to zero. Making a change of variable shows that the 
second term is (ne, log n)“* 
(log n)“2 &, 
e;*Op(n-‘) = o,(l) by (B4). The third term is 
3’20 (n-‘) = o,(l), also by (B4). Similar calculations apply to 
$**’ and Ji3’, so” we have shown (ns, log n)” sup{ IJ,I: a < u < b) dp 0. We 
thus need only prove 
Rewrite 
(tz&” log ny* sup{lJ, I: a < U < b} 5 0. (B.1.4) 
( YGAx, u) Z,W, dy)) 
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where 
G&G u) = K((F,(x) - F(t0)I-Q - K((~,W - ~,,(u)Y4~ 
Define Q,(y) = F,(y) - F(y) and use integration by parts to show 
J(Z) = E-’ 1 n il 2,(x, Y) dy G&k u) + E,’ I a” YG,(~, u) ~Q,(Y) IYIGCI. -a” 
+ W,’ 1 b%(x, a,) + Zn(x, -a,)} G,(dx, u) 
= VI + I, + I, + Z.+)(u). 
Now, by the mean value theorem and the boundedness of K’, 
IV2(u)l & ~,20pW112)j8, lYl dQ,(v). 
-a, 
By Markov’s inequality, s‘3a, ) y 1 dQ,( y) = O,(a, n-l’*), whence 
(rz&, log PI)“* sup [1*(#)[ = o,(a,(n&;)-‘) = oJ1). 
u 
We deal only with I,(U), as Z4(u) is similar. If I’[.] denotes total variation, 
IZ,(u)l < a,~,‘0,(~-“*) V[G,(-, u)] 
= a,e;‘O,(n-“*){e;‘O,(n-I’*)} 
uniformly in a < u < b. Thus, by (B4), (nc, log n)“* ~up,(lI~(u)l + 
llJu)l} -+p 0. Similarly, 
(?I&, log $1’2 sup{ll,(u)~: a < u <b} 
< (m, log n)“* E, ‘O,(n - I’*) ?‘[ G,(x, u)] 
= (?z&, log $1’2 &,‘O,(K”2) un&,‘O,(n-“*) 
= op(l), 
where here Y denotes total variation in (x, y) over R X [-a,, a,]. 
Thus to verify (B.1.4) we must show (ne,, log n)“* sup JJ:“I +’ 0. Routine 
calculations show 
~,/511~19~~'op(~-"*)j,y,>" (yldF,(y)+a,&,'Op(n-"2), 
n 
completing the proof by (B4). 
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